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Bear Care Health Fair
(News Release)

By: Belinda
Barrington

uc Staff Writer

Forty-three German visitors will arrive at SSU this
week. The German visitors
from our sister city, Zittau, will
arive at the Cincinnatti Airport on Saturday, April 16.
They will be met by a represen ta ti ve of SSU, Adora
Campis.
On Tuesday, April 19th, at
6: 00pm, a prime rib dinner will
be held at SSU. The cost of
the dinner is $15. 00 per person and is open to the public.
Reservations can be made by
calling Mr. Morton at AAA
354-5614.
.
On Wednesday, April 20,
the Zittau group will tour the
University and take in Ports-

p

mouth. · So give an extra smile
to our visitors. A reception
will follow in the President's
office at 10:00 am. It is open to
the public.
The group is composed of
members of different age
groups, different occupations,
and varying degrees of fluency
in English. The ages rang from
teens to fifty-nine. Among the
visitors will be Buergermeister
(Mayor) Juegen Kloss, several
professors, a physician, and a
teacher.
· They will leave on the following Thursday morning on a
bus tour ofother U. S and Canadian locations. Several SSU
students will leave with our visitors and spend a week being
hosted by them.

With the ice and dreariness of
winter behind us, taking walks,
jogging and other physical fitness activities tend to come to
mind. Shawnee State University
and Southern Ohio Medical Center are Joining together again to
help you stay fit and healthy by
presenting their annual Bear
Care Health Fair on April"20th,
from 10:00am to 3:00pm at the
University Center.
This year's activities will
have a special emphasis on AIDS

and AIDS awareness. Dr. Fred
Valentine will be a special guest
of SSU during Wednesday and
Thursday and will be an important part of the Bea1 Care pre'
sentations.
Videos will be shown at
10:00am in the Founder's Room
on "Biology of the HIV Infection," "Screening for the HIV
Infection," "Ethics and AIDS"
and "Negotiating Sex in the Age
of Aids."
There will flso be physical

fitness activities, in~luding a
Walk-a-Thon, and sandlot base.
ball.
As usual, many local groups
and health organizations will have
booths in the University Center's
Micklethwaite Lounge.
The Bear Care Health Fair is
open to all, but SSU students are
particulm-ly encouraged to attend.
For more information, contact Mike Hughes at 355-2539
or Grace Martin at Southern Ohio
Medical Center at 354-5000.

We have the names ofthe
Amazing and E~citing Mark
Somebody Contest Winners!
See PaPe 11

Simon Lecture at SOMACC

by Bart Barnett

uc fiction Editor

With Appalachian Spring Festivals beginning April 25th, an
informative lecture on the Appalachian area and its music was
g1ven by Dr. John Simon at the
So~thern Ohio Museum and Cul. tural Center on Thursday, April
14th. The atmosphere was relaxed
and informal, which allowed discussions and views to be given
throughout the lecture. With a
crowded room of about 70 people,
sevc;ral students from Shawnee and
many people from the local community were able to learn more
about their cultural heritage from
the Appalachian society.
Dr. Simon opened the lecture
by asking the audience some of
their impressions of how music
affects their lives. After several
comments from the audience, Dr.
. Simon suggested that this sensiti vity was felt muchly due to the bond
between the music and the land.
Dr. Simon added, "We can be
stimulated from our experiences
fromthe land and this sensitivity is
carried over in the music. 1' Dr.
Simon then showed several short
videos and excerpts that depicted
the Appalachian ways and why they
brought such feeling and inspiration to their music . He described
the different infwences the Appalachian people had. Their music
was a depiction of their love, family, land, and co~mon bond that in
a way seperated them from the
outside world through the mountains.
Why were these people influenced, or rather where was the influence originated? The style and
ways thatthe Appalachian people
expressed was as different as· the
diversity of its people. The area
had influences from ipany
Europeian countries like England,
Spain, Germany, Ireland, and many
others. These differences brought

fourth what was known to the Appalachian area as a way of life. Dr.
Simon showed how these people
had felt the burdens of life and a
large part of their control over life
and its ups and downs was brought
through their music. Simon then
questioned the group if these
people could experience emotion
and spirtiualism through their
music outside the church? Many
gave their answers as bei{lg yes,
they coutd and still did today .
Simon allowed various answers
and showed that each was right
in its own way. He then discussed the beginning of the music ,and how some of the instruments attributed with_ the
Applachian music were formed.
''They made their own clothes, their
own homes, and their own instruments," Dr. Simon said. The
people inspired tin cans, strings
tied throl)gh holes, and simple
spoons through their natural
rythyms and stories they told
through their music. Simon had
displays of several instruments that
are a part of the music and gave a
d&monstration of some fiddle playing. Why playing, he asked a few
to try their hand at fiddle sticks.
Fiddle sticks were common in
the Appalachian area and commonly used with the fiddle. Two
sticks slapping the neck of the
fiddle and some rhythm help to
give uplifting in~husiasm to the
appalachian people of the past
and the audience in attendance.
After an hour and fifteen minutes had passed, Dr. Simon began to close his talk on the music
of the Applachian people but acknowledged that so much more
could be said for the people and
their culture. After speaking,
several. stood with him still asking Dr. Simon ~uestions and discussing asfects of the Appalachian area.

Summer Work with CAO
by Sheila Holstein

uc Staff Writer

Students, ages 14-21, that are
interested in getting a summer job
can do so through the Community
Action Organization. Each summer
CAO has a program in which economically disadvantaged students
can be hired through CAO to work at
any one of the many different participating in thq program. Each student hired is placed at a jobsite.
, CAO's involvement does not end
with merely placing the ,::lient, how-

ever; they are also responsible for
issuing the client's checks.
College students wanting to apply for a summer job need should
call CAO at 354-754 l after April 15
to make an appointmept.
The student needs to bring several different things to the appointment:. proof of total income for the
past six months, proof of age, Social
Security card and something stating
that you are enrolled at a college or
university.

Brown Bag Lecture on Money Management

by .Julie Tarr

uc Staff Writer

'On April 13 , 1994 in the
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall ,
G.R.O.W. sponsored another lecture in their Brown Bag Lunch
Series . At thi's metting , Mr.
Eustace Matthews, Director of
Ei:>ucational Needs Services here
at Shawnee State University ,
spoke on Money Management.
He said that the way you control your money depends upon
your status, whether you are married or not, and if you have children makes a big difference in
the way you set your budget. He
also said that being male or female contributes to a difference
in money management. He said,
"As women you need to know
what is out there." Mr. Matthews

went on to say that women often
get ripped off out on the everyday market. He quoted recent statistics' that said women cannot
trust car dealers , cleaners, hair
stylists , insurance agents or
anumber of other types of business people. He also stated that a
white woman will pay an average of $150.00 more for a car
than a white man and blackwomen will pay an average of
$400.00 more for a car than a
black man .and an average of
$800.00 more than a white man.
Cleaners will charge you 25%
mor~ for a woman's shirt than a
man ' s shirt made of the same
material.
Mr. Matthews says women
ought to learn about their home
and car and the prices of repairs

by closely watching people that
repair them. Everyone also should
take the time to shop around for the
best value for your money. Be sure
u negotiate all prices with a
dealer and do not let service
people or salespersons take advantage of you.
He also said that people should
b~gin early to think about and invest in their futures. Invest _your
money in opportunities that will
create money later, he advised
his audience. Start planning your
retirement funding early.
G.R.O.W. will have another
Brown Bag Series Lecture on
May 11 in the Howard Room of
the University Center from 12lpm with M.S. West speaking.
The subject of West's talk will
be "Motherhood and College."

.---------------------------------------~

Happy Days Pizza

2922 Scioto Trail Port mouth~ Ohio
Phone

354-2212

Monday-Thursday 10:30-11 . 00

Saturday 2.00-1:00

Friil_ay 10:30-1 : 00
unday 2:00-11 : 00

asagna or Spaghetti. Garli Bread & Small .rardeo Salad., ... 5 .35
0% DI~coun o all SS students w:ith val"d ID

Original Cheese
a h ILem

9"

.35

12"
$5 .65
$ .95

16"

6.85

$ .30
1.20
PEPPERONI-~ AUSAG --HAM- MUSHROOMS~ GRE.EN OLIV
GRE NPEPPERS--BANANA PEPPE RS~ ONIONS-. CHEESE-PINE PPL

hee · ti k ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ... •.... Small $3.55.... ... ·-··· arge $4. 85
Hous
ub ....... ..... ......... .. ... ... .... . .. .... ..... ................ .......... . $3 .85
Ham & ·Chee e Sub. .... ..... . ... .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . ... . ... .... ... . .. . ... 3.20

Pizz a Bread. .... ............ .. ........... .... .. .............. ....... .............. 2.65

Each Add'l It m ... .. .... ..... . . ..... .. .. ..... .. .... .. . ... .. $ .40
St ak ...... ...... ... ..... ... ........... .. ....... ...... ... ........ .... .... ... ........ $3 . 1S
Gril ed Chic ken . ... . ....... ................. .... ..... .. ..... ...... . -..... ....... $3.25
ttomboli .... ......... .... .. ... .... , .. ... .... ... •H• ....... .. .. . . . . . .... .. . . .. . ..... $3. 15
Barbe cued hick n .... ....... -... ... ........ .... .... ......... .. .. ... , ....... . $3 .25
Cajun hicken .. ..... ...... .. .. .. ... ... .. ...... ............. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 3 .3S
Chcken Parmesan .......................... ..... ....... ... ... .. ........ ...... .. $3 .35
Garlic Bread.. ......... .. .... .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 95

ALAD

Antipasta ... .... -................ ..... ..... . mall $2.15 ....... , .. ... Lacge 3 . 15
Chef alad .......... .. ....... ..... ........ Sm.all 1. 75 ... . ... ... .. .. Lar:ge $2. 75
Grilled Chi k n Salad ...... ... ..... Small $2.45 . ... .. ... ..... Large 3.45
Garden Salad .. . .. .. .. .............. _.... SmaJ.l $1.1 S .... ..... ..... Large $2. 15

DRINKS

2 Liter PEPSI ..... ...... DIET PEPSI ..... ....... MT. D ~. ........ .. $1.25

Dell very Charge J .00

A Short History of English Literature, Part Something-or-Other
by Words Hen derson

As you'll remember, I had just
started talking about the diaries kept
by the European settlers coming to
America and how we can't read most
of them because the ship kept going
up and down ... up and down ... back
and forth ... and due to one of the
main effects of seasickness, many
pages were rendered unreadable by
the technicolor yawn, if you know
what I mean.
Many of these diaries are also
missing several pages. You see, they
had to carry their water with them in
big wooden casks which sat out in
the hot sun and after a few weeks at
sea, that water was ... fragrant. Many
of these voyagers were suffering
from Montezuma's Revenge even
though they had never heard of
Mexico. And Charmin hadn't been
invented yet. In a situation like that,
you grab whatever paper is handy
and make a run for it.
Actually, about the only diaries
that survived where thoseofColumbus. They make fascinating reading.
Some people read the diaries and
come away thinking Columbus was
a swe_et, liberal, God-fearing Christian and a model of Political Correctness. We call these people Conservatives. Others read the same
diaries and come away believing
Columbus was a sadistic, murdering
looter and slaveholder. We call these
people Indians.
Manyoftheseearlydiaries would
be much more useful if they had
pictures. However, it is very difficult to draw pictures on a boat because the boat keeps moving up and
down ... up and down ..._back and
forth ... up and down. And the camera
hadn't been invented yet.
Speaking of cameras, did everyone notice that the picture on the
bottom of page one in last week's
issue was ... puzzling? Above a caption stating that here were some volunteers taking a break during the
tree-planting project was a picture
of a demon watching a woman in her
nightgown.
I've been asked to say that there
are no known demons working on
the tree-planting project and that the
volunteers' idea of recreation is not
to sneak into a lady's boudoir and
watch her undress. (Although it's
definitely my ideaof c;:ntertainment.)
Those who turned to page six
were treated to an interview with
artist Samantha Jackson in which
there appeared the sentences, "She
brought .with her one of her large,
exotic paintings. (See pi~ture at
right.)" Those who looked to the
right saw a picture of several informally-dressed students standing
around looking as if they had just

planted trees. Not exactly exotic.
probably wasn't the best one we've ful for this breathing spell before the tory and many feel he succeeded.
Of course, the two pictures were ever run anyway. But the original new Arts Center suddenly sinks four Smith Jed a large military expedition
exchanged one for the other. Hap- photo looked great. Some photoes feet into the mud or it's discovered to the New World wherehalfhis men
pily, this seems to have given more justdon'ttransferwell to newsprint. that the University- Center was starved to death in about a year. The
pleasure than anything else the And there's no way to tell in advance painted with a combination of form- Native Americans kept trying to bring
Chronicle has done lately. Dr. Had- which photoes will transfer and aldehyde and asbestos. You know gifts of corn, fruit and meat. Howjiyannis, in charge of the tree-plant- which ones won't.
there's got to be some major crisis ever, Smith, who had once been iming project has been kidded unmerBut, all in all, it seems to have looming; there always is. In fact, I'm prisoned by the Turks, was too smart
cifully. Miss Jackson said, "This is been a fairly good paper. It was a writing this on a Thursday and the to fall for that transparent ploy. Reajust the kind of quirky thing that fairly good week.
new crisis may well be upon us be- soning that since Turks were infidels
ought to happen when you deal with
This week, on the other hand...
fore we publish (hopefully) on Tues- and Indians were infidels, the Indians
Newspaper editors hate weeks day. In which case, I'll probably would try to hurt him, he killed all of
art. And besides, I've gotten a lot
more recognition for my work this like this one. There are an awful lot write an entirely new column and themhepossiblycould.Afterawhile,
way t~an if you had gotten it right." of things going on, but there isn't you won't read this at all. Forget I the Indians quit bringing food. EvenWe're told that Ms. Jackson's much news. There are lots and lots mentioned it.
t~ally, Smith's men were reduced to
art instructor, upon seeing the pie- of events and lectures to attend and
eating cats, dogs, rats and mice. Fiture on page six, proposed her for stuff like that, but that stuff isn't
TheChronicleisofftoastrange nally,theyateeachother.(Note:This
the Wyeth Realism award.
news. Most of that stuff goes on a start this quarter. I. basically kept • is a reference to cannibalism, not
We called the
away from the ti- homosexuality.) Why Smith's men
nancial side of didn't kill
and eat him, no one
DailyTimes,which
tflJII'™~
things until this knows.
doestheprintingfor
the Chronicle, and
,4'TT-•~ ·""•·,..
quarter and the
At one point Smith was captured
spoke to ,Wendell
people who actu- by the Indians and saved only by the
Skinner, who runs
ally understand intervention of Chief Powhatan's
the
composing
- "·"'•,·- v
thatareaofthings daughter, Pocahantas.
room. Wendell
aren't around as
AiiofthisistoldinSmith'sbook,
didn'tknowhowthe
much as they A Map of Virginia, with a Descripmistake happened
were in previous tion of the Countrey, the Commodibut came up with a
quarters,sowe're ties, People, Government, and Relipossible explanahaving a little gion, published in England in 1612.
tion that seems to fit ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ trouble getting in
Scholars now believe that the faas well as any· "It
supplies. But as mous execution scene described by
must have been a bad hair day," he page labeled "Features." Real news soon as I understand all this foolish- Smith was the result of a misundersaid.
is when the teachers threaten to go ness, I'll take care of that. Threading standing. Apparently ,Powhatan never
Anyway, the Times has been on strike, or the school announces it your way through the paperwork intended to execute Smith. He had his
doing the Chronicle printing for a lost another million dollars some- maze to get anything done can be daughterthrow herselfupon Smith as
long ·time and they never made a where (I'm always tempted to ask if very time-consuming and, since a sort of symbolic adoption. It was
mistake with our stuff before, so we they looked under the couch cush- some of our major reporters aren't just his way of t~lling Smith he wanted
certainly have no right to complain. ions. That's where everything I lose around these days (Some are in Rus- to be friends.
(Turning fish upside down doesn't turns out to be.), or a high-ranking sia; some are off being entrepreSince all this occured about 385
count as a mistake. Fish look about administrator absconds with Veri's neurs), I just haven't had that much years ago and we are only just now
the same whether they're upside maid or... well, you get,the idea.
time. But things are slowly getting getting the joke, this is an excellent
down or right side up.) They've alThe Chronicle staff were having better.
example of the subtlety of Indian
Right now, I'm just about out of humor.
ways done a wonderful job for us. In a meeting the other when one of the
fact, on a couple of occasions, staffersglancedoutthewindowand the special-size paper we print the
Ofcourse,ifyouhavebeenreadthey've gone beyond the call of duty saw an ambulance pull up. Several Chronicle on. It's kind of amazing, ing my columns, you know that In1
and worked long and hard to get the reporters including Editor-in-Chief but after nearly two years on the dian humor can be very subtle inprinting done. Ifit' s close to printing Jay Arr Henderson and Faculty Ad- Chronicle, I'm still not sure where deed. (Rim-shot.)
time and a break opens in the Times' visor Stylianos Hadjiyannis raced we get our paper. I suppose I thought
Smith's book is perhaps the first
printing schedule, they sometimes down the stairs to see what was hap- it was brought by the paper fairy. I piece of true American literature. But
call to let us know they can get the pening. Iran to the driver. "Is some- never messed with that end of things maybe not. After all, it was published
job done more quickly than they one sick? Has there been an acci, much; I was always too busy writing in England.
thought so we can get the papers on dent?" It turned out one of the columns and features and news stoAnother early entry in American
the stands sooner.
para-medicsattendsclasseshereand ries.
literature was made by Sir Walter
I'm just glad everything worked had stopped in to pay his fees.
Unfortunately, I still am.
Raleigh. He wrote a history of the
out well. Especially when you real(Note: On Friday, several fire
While I'm taking time off for world. It was wrong.
ize we could just as easily have ex- trucksarrivedatSSUinanswertoan newspaper stuff here, let me welIn 1640, the Bay Psalm Book was .
changedthedemonpicturewiththat alarm. Hadjiyannis saw them and comeaboardDuncanChaboudyand born or, some say, hatched. It was
of Dr. Addington. We'd have never thought, "I wonder if they've all Shiela Holstein. Duncan ha~taken basically an illustration of the alphalived that one down.
come to pay their fees.")
approximately 6,000 pictures in the bet, it's most famous Jetter being "In
The trouble with the newspaper last two weeks for us and Shiela has Adam's fall, We sinned all." This is a
Speaking of Dr. Addington, he is business is, sometimes things go already written several articles. Of fun book, but you have to hire Vanna
somewhat miffed at the Chronicle. well.
course, there are a number of other White to turn the pages.
As you may_ recall, his picture ran
Considering how horrible it was new people with us this quarter and
Roger Williams wrote The Bloody
just above a picture of Dr. Hadjiyan- to live through the threat of a we know they're going to do well, Tenet of Persecution and the people
nis on the front page of last week's teacher's strike, it's amazing how but it's only proper to single out weresothrilledtheyboughthimabus
Chronicle. Dr. Hadjiyannis was much I really miss those days. The those who are making a special ef- ticket to Rhode Is-land so the savages
wearing an Indiana Jones hat and news practically wrote itself.
fort.
up there could be enthralled with his
Of course, I wasn't editor through
Which is what we' re about to do oratory·.
dark glasses. Said Dr. Addington, "I
didn't know costumes were avail- most of that situation. 'That makes a with John Smith.
The next great (sort of) writer in
John made a special effort to
difference.
able."
Continued on page S
I suppose we should all be grate- become the biggest asshole in hisThe picture of Dr. Addington
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A Letter from Bill Holmes
The following was received on
Friday.
Dear Mr. Henderson,
How are things going l,lS Editorin-Chief? I hope well. As I am writing this letter I hope that there is not
a strike there. I pray there will be a
Shawnee State to return to when I
arrive back.
I miss your clever wit that somehow seems to make life a little easier
to take. Well, I guess you have at
least one fan left since "Self-Preser-

vation" ran in the Chronicle.
Please say hi to the entire staff
for me. In fact, tell Manson I may be
rested up enough to argue w/ him
over trivial matters on our return.
I am not good at writing long
letters, in fact it is a torture to me.
However, I do have some information for you jifyou didn't receive my
E-mail. Obviously, I've had difficulty getting access to a terminal.
However, every time I ask it will be
tomorrow. You would think it was
located under the altar in St. Basill' s

Cathedral.
But,I Will try to get stories to you
via two groups of Americans leaving here in a few days.
I am sorry I am unable to send
the material. It would take as least
twenty dollars and a month to get
there, if it got there at all. The postal
system is not the same as the States.
They lose, I think, fifty percent of
the mail! (Just kidding) For God's
Sakes, the locations of mail boxes
changes from day to day. It is amazing!

chandise, reports Herrmann. The
stores are well-stocked and he very
seldom has to wait in line to purchase or pay for anything.
Dr. John Kelley, Professor of
History and Political Science at
SSU, states that the long lines at
markets we have all heard about
for so many years are a phenomenon associated with State-run
stores and that, since Russia is developing a different economy now,
itis only natural that great changes
would have taken place.
Dr. Mirabella did find, however, that certain foreign merchan-

transportation is so_ inexpensive lated into Russian; the other conthat it makes little sense to run a tains only students who are wellcar. Mirabella bought a ticket al- advanced in their study of English
lowing him to ride the trolley for a and does not need to be translated.
month. It cost him about thirty • He is very impressed with the Ruscents.
·
sian students and finds them attenMirabella said that he and the tive and very good academically.
three students are all having a wonFinally, he wants to say hello to
derful time. They have seen many everyone. He has had little new·s
historical sites. They are enjoying from America and does not even
the Russian campus experience. He know if we are on strike or if classes
said that the campus there is more have started.
in the European style than the
The Chronicle ,thanks Ms.
American.
Herrmann for sharing this infor- He is presently teaching three mation with us so we can share it
courses. Two of these are trans- with you.

Mark Mirabello Checks In

by .Jay Arr Henderson

UC Editor-in-Chief
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Ms. Sibylle Herrmann, ProfessorofBiological Sciences, recently
recieved a trans-Atlantic call from
Dr. Mark Mirabella, who is currently visiting Russia. Dr. Mirabella is part of an exchange program with the Russian college
located at Nizhny Novgorod, approximately three hundred and fifty
miles from Moscow.
Ms. Herrmann told tlie
Chronicle that the call came thorough about 7am. Since Russia is
eight hours ahead of us, it fwould
have been 3pin in Russia when
Mirabella called.
He was forced to make his call
short since calls from Russia are
expensive and he didn't want to
take advantage of his host's hospitality. Mirabella apparently was
c alling from the office of a friend
on campus since his dormitory has
no phone. Mirabella lives in a dormitory, close to the campus, on the
same floor as the three students-William Holmes, Mindee Akins,
and Eric Goodman--who are currently visiting Russia with him.
Mirabella stated that what he
has seen over there will dispel certain myths that are prevalent here
in America.
First of all, he has found no
long lines and no shortage-of mer-

To anyone who wishes to
write to Bill Holmes in Russia:
the address is
Nizhny Novgorod 603600
23 Gagarin Avenue
Nizhni Novgorod State University
International Office
Williatm C. Holmes

cx•..-------------------------umversJ
. ty CommJlffl

dise is very expensive. For
ample, a bar of Camay soap C I
several dollars. Most goods imported from outside Russia are I a
more expensive than goods 111 nu
facturedinRussiaorcertain
nations.
Dr. Mirabella has also found
that he can buy things very rn ,...
pensively by using American dollars. The Russian shopowners :i;
much prefer American dollars ve r
roubles that he can buy things for
small fraction of their actual price
by offering to pay in dollars.
Another myth that Mirabe ll o
wishes to dispel is the scarcity or
cars in Russia. Apparently, th re
are enormous numbers of automobiles in the area where Mirabella 1s
staying. However, he said, public

Attention:

I will have many tales to tell
when we return.
Bill

An.nouncem nts
neurb>l---------------------------4

Journalism 199 & 299 Specaal
Topics will be offered for the
Summer Quarter.
Also,
Journalism 23 I News Writing &
reporting wlll be offered in the
Summer and Fall Quarters.

Kendall D'Andrade's Phi•
Josopby in Film class will be
open to the public again in
Spring Quarter. The class takes
place Wednesdays 6pm- l Dpm in
tbe SSU Library, room 2117. or
11 t:mnpl te list of the films hcing
presented, see future :mnouni.;c:ments in thispapervr ntttct Dr.
Kendall D'Andrai,le at 5- 01
You need not be r g1st~r.:J for
the la to attentl Dr.D'And.rndc
invites all film lovers to come
and enjoy w mc great film nd
great com ·ersation.

An lntffnational tudenl
ha$ been (onned for stu•
den al Shawnee ·aa~ Unit rsity. or more 1nfonnati on conlllCt Man
tlhewsat 355-2 76.

Club

tht Univ,r,uy Cleronicu

regularly bolds staff. meetings t
4:00pm on Tuesdays. Anyone
signing up for Journalism 199 or
2.99 i required to attend these

mecttngs. AJsq, all inten:sted pardes ore welcome to attend.

Ten
U tudenl.9 will be
attending the nnu I Tecbni-cal Conferenttolth Societ or
PIQ:!ltic nginll«!n in . an FraQ•
cisco. CaUfornla. Anyone who

would like to help finance the
trip. should make their checks
payable to Shawnee State Development Fund-SPE and forward
them to Roger C. Scherer in the
Advanced Technology Center.
Tuesday, April 19: There

will be a cover letter-resume

workshop in the Student Affairs
Conference Room in the Commons Building at 6pm.

Wecln

y and ThllJ'fd.J.y,

pdl .20 and~• : As pan or the
Di ting ui.&bed LectuR Serie •

Fred al ntine will I nur_ n
AIDS in the Mitkleth ite Ban•

quct ffnll t oonon Wednesday

and in the Aohr Lecture H I on
ThllrS() y at 7:30pm.
Frtcb;y.~22: MincsityStu·
diint Spring Deb:e: Exact time has
not yet been set.
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The Role o-f Obedience in the Nazi Killing Machine
by Gina R. Barker

uc Special Researcher

How can common ordinary citizens become ruthless killers like
Himmler, Hoess and other SS officers? There have been several
social-psychological studies that,
I believe, offer some understanding as to how the Holocaust could
have happened, killing 6 million
Jews and many others.
Several social psychologists
have done studies that are concerned with the powerful effects
that others can exert on our behavior. I would like to talk mainly
about the effects of obedience, and
examine in depth the Stanley
Milgram studies on obedience to
authority figures.
Once agairr I ask the question-what kind of human beings could
do such atrocities as those that occurred in death camps throughout
World War II? If you look at the
Holocaust, you will find that most
of the high-ranking officers that
were involved were not insane and
typically had normal intelligence.
A question may be asked as to why
such men, who had relatively normal lives, bedme the world's
greatest murderers? Most of the
men that were involved in the Holocaust, such as Himmlet and
Hoess, claimed that they were just
following orders and were not personally responsible because, as
Hoess put it, they were "a cog in
the wheel of the great extermination machine created by the Third
Reich:'. Rudolph Hoess, the chief
inspector of the concentration
camps, was responsible for the
deaths of two and a half million
people. DuringtheNurembergtrials, when Hoess was being questioned, he was asked if he could
have possibly disobeyed his orders. Hoess replied that refusing

an order just didn't enter one's student keeps missing the ques- and the experimental procedure. I
head, regardless of what kind of an tions. You are instructed to in- would like to discuss all three of
crease the voltage of the electric these factors in depth, starting wi.t h
order it w~.
Most people, when confronted shock 15 volts each time. -As you the authority figure.
Milgramdiscoveredinhis studwith this information would prob- reach 75 volts the student starts to
ably just dismiss the Nazi leaders moan in pain. At 120 volts he ies that, for destructive behaviorto
as monsters and would quickly state starts shouting. At 150 volts, the occur, there had to be the physical
that they would never obey student cries out, "Experimenter! presence ofan authority figure. In
someone's command to kill some- ThAt's all. Get me out of here. My onestudyMilgrarnmovedthestudy
one, regardless of who the leader heart's starting to bother me now. from Yale University to a run-down
was. According to Mil gram's stud- I refuse to go on!" . At 300 volts he office building. This made total
ies about obedience, the evidence refuses to continue. At 330 volts obedience drop to 48 percent.
seem~ clear that almost ev.eryone and beyond the student remains When a subject was put in charge,
would obey the orders of an au- silent. During this time you may obedience dropped to 10 percent.
thority figure, even if it required become uncomfortable and want The obedience registered 21 perto stop but when you question the cent when the researcher issued
the harming of someone else.
In the early 1960's, Stanley researcher, the researcher says to his commands via phone. The willingness of these subjects to obey a
Mil gram put an ad in a newspaper continue.
Most people think that a researcher, someone who has little
in New Haven, Connecticut asking
for volunteers to take part in an "teacher" would -stop at the first authority, can only make someone
experiment concerning the effects cry of pain from the "student". imagine how obedient people
of punishment on learning at Yale Surprisingly, out of the forty men would be to such a powerful auUniversity. The experiment was in this study, twenty-six of them thority figure as Hitler.
In many cases of destructive
really about the effects of obedi- (65%) issued the maximum shock
behavior, the more distance beence to an authority figure. As m()st of 450 volts.
Milgram later did other studies tween the person and the victim,
of the information suggests, it is
best to place yourself in the role of andfoundsin)iJarresultseachtime. the less emotion that is experithe subject taking part in the ex- The question is: Why didn't the enced by the aggressor. Two experiment. First you arrive and "teachers" simply quit? Some so- amples Mil)?ram e;ive is the role of
meet the researcher and the other cial scientist came up with the con- AdolfEichmann, who sat at a desk
subject (who really is a confeder- cept of the authoritarian personal: and fulfilled his role in the Holoate working for the researcher), ity. This can be tested on a caust. Another example would be
who, after a flip of a coin, is se- questionnaire known as the F- the pilot who dropped the bomb on
lected to be the "student" while Scale. People who have the au- Hiroshima. In Milgram's experiyou become the "teacher". The thoritarian personality type tend to ment, when the student was placed
two of you are placed in different be "rigid, dogmatic, sexually re- in the same room as the teacher,
rooms and are able to hear each pressed, ethnocentric, intolerant of only 40 percent fully obeyed. The
other but are unable to see each dissent, and punitive. They are sub- number decreased even further to
other.
missive toward figures of author- . 30 percent when the teacher had to
The instructions are simple. ity but aggressive toward subordi- .force the victim's hand onto a metal
You are to read a group of word nates." Mil gram found that people plate.
One important factor of
pairs to tpe student. Whenever he who ranked high on the F-Scale
gives an _incorrect response, you were more likely to issue the ulti- Milgrarn's study is that when subjects are told they are not responare to issue an electric shock from mate voltage of 450 volts.
a "shock generator" that has
After more research, Milgram sible for what happens to the stuswitches marked from the slightest was able to find three factors that dent, their actions are more
shock of 15 volts to the maximum seem to affect the level of obedi- obedient. (In other words, they are ·
ence. They are the authority fig- "just following orders.") Ifthe subshock at 450 volts.
As the experiment goes on, the ure, the proximity of the victim, ject is told that they have to take

responsibility for the student, their
obedience drops. This finding
would explain how many SS men
could follow their orders because
they felt they were just a part of the
big system and were not personally responsible for what happened.
Hoess at one point said that, "It
didn't even occur to me at all that
I would be held responsible. You
see, in Germany it was understood
that if something went wrong, then
the man whci gave the orders was
responsible."
In concluding the information
on Mil gram's study on obedience,
I would like to mention the one
positive outcome of his experiment.
In one experiment, Milgram used
two confederates who acted as coteachers to the real subject. One
confederate refused to go past 150
volts and the other one refused to
go past 210 volts. When this rebellion to obedience occurred, only
10 percent of the subjects delivered the maximum level of shock.
This illustrates that sometimes all
it ta1cf's i!': support of others to h,.,
able tc ha, e tne courage to speak
out against what is wrong.
This whole experiment may
seem to some people to have little
relevance in explaining how the
total obedience ofSS men in power
resulte<l in the deaths of millions of
people. This may all be true, but I
believe there is a correlation.
Throughout history, in the name of
obedience, many people have died
because some authority figure demanded it.
I believe that such atrocities will
continue to occur unless people learn
to listen closely to what they are
being told, evaluate and judge carefully, and follow their own values.
People must learn to take responsibility for their own actions.

Henderson ... Continued from page 3
America was Anne Bradstreet, her work in print.
that's the sin. Guess it just goes to
known as the Tenth Muse. Miss
Michael Wigglesworth (No, show that even God can change his
Bradstreet was very embarrassed I'm not making this up; that was mind.
About the turn of the century,
that her poems had been published. his name) wrote a long poem called
She had hoped to keep them a se- The Day of Doom. This was an Cotton Mather published a history
enormously popular poJm and you of the world. It was wrong.
cret.
If anybody believes this, I have can tell from the title that it was
He also published several hunfarmland in Antarctica I'm look- just the sort of frothy entertain- dred other books, though, so he
ing to sell. I've known dozens of ment that would appeal to the light- had a right to be wrong occasionpoets in my life; in fact, I am a hearted Puritans. Wigglesworth 's ally. He is one of the few Ameripoet. We all want to get published. diary is even better as he is given to cans to have achieved the honor of
In fact, most of us would rfp the listing his sins for each particular having a snake named after him,
hairs out ofa lion's nose ifit would day. I'm told there are no blank the cottonmouth. The only other
get our poetry into print. Ms. pages ...Wigglesworth lists as one American to have achieved this
Bradstreet can protest all she likes; of his sins "carnal security." Gee, great honor was Ferdie Lance. But
I know she was tickled silly to see these days it's carnal insecurity we don't talk about him.

In the 1730s a printer named
Benjamin Franklin began publishing Poor Richard's Almanack.
Next issue we look at some of
the writings that led to the Revolutionary War and try to imitate
them in the hope of livening up
'
this hellhole.
Words Hendersbn persists in
the deluusion that he is in charge
of the news paper
P.S. The above was indeed
writtenfor themost part during
Thursday or Friday. I did not
mean to be so prophetic. As you

picked up this paper, you must
have seen the news; if you hadn't
heard it already, that Gerald E.
Barry is no longer among us. ·1
stated thaJ. a disaster is never far
away . It would appear that I
was right. This remark will
puzzle those of you who did
not know Gerry.
How can the death of one
person be considered a disaster.
For those of us who knew
G~rry, it qualifies.
Believe me.

TheU
Appalachian Spring Festival
by Bart Barnett
uc fiction Editor
The Appalachian Spring Festivals will begin Sunday, April 24th, at 2pm with a "Book
Talk" presented by Gurney Norman, Professor of English, University of Kentucky.
Norman is also an author and film maker. The talk will be held at the Southern Ohio
. Museum and Cultural Center. \
The week of activities will include several events, lectures, exhibits, and many other
things. The schedule of events includes:

Sunday, April 24th- 2pm "Book Talk"

Moderated by Christie Cook, }:'articipants
include: Sue Addington, Brenta Childers,
Barbara Edwards, Emily Gulker, Elanor Marsh,
and'Kathy Simon; held at the Micklethwaite
Banquet Hall, University Center ·
2:30pm- Beginning Dulcimer Lessons
conducted by Shelley Stevens, 2nd floor
sitting area, University ·center, $10.00RSVP preferred.
3:00pm- Film- The Dollmaker
Micklethwaite B~quet Hall, University Center

April 25th-May 1st- Quilt Show
Shawnee State University Library

Thurs., April 28th- ORAL H_ISTORY DAY

- Antiques Collection
BASICS, Massie Hall
- Pictureman Mullins Exhibit
photographs courtesy of AppalShop- BASICS
- Tours of Boneyfiddle Historic District
and Murals- Conducted by Shawnee
State.students
Monday,
April 25th- Noon- Opening Ceremony, held at Shawnee
Library
Entertainment by Shirley Crothers and
Marlene Domo; Soup, beans and cornbread
lunch provided by the Committee of Nine (CONs) in
front of Massie Hall
l-4pm- Video of 1993 Appalachian_Spring
BASICS Hallway, Massie Hall

Tuesday, April 26th- JESSE STUART DAY
I lam- "Rain on Tanyurd Hollow" presented by
Northwest High School Students under the
direction of Jerry O'Bannion, Massie Hall
Auditorium
11 :30am- Jesse Stuart Foundation Speaker
Sandy Perrine, Massie Hall Auditorium
Noon- Box Lunch, Massie Hall Auditorium
7.00 dollars RSVP
lpm- Jesse Stuart Book Fair
Martin Russell Books, orders taken,
Massie Hall Auditorium Lobby
lpm- Jesse Stuart Documentary Film(30 min.)
Massie Hall Auditorium

Weds., April 27th - APPALACHIAN WOMEN'S DAY
Noon- Storyteller, Christie Cook
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall, University Center

..

12:30pm- "A Greenbriar Resort Tea•·
Luncheon in the grand style of the historic
Greenbriar Resort in Cold Springs, W.V.
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall, University
,
Center-$10.00 RSVP, Entertainment by the
"Late Bloomers"
I :30pm- "Personal Anecdotes of Life as an
Appalachian Woman" -Panel Discussion

Noon- 'Down Home' Fried Chicken Lunch
2nd level sitting area, University Center
$7.00-RSVP
lpm-3pm- "Putting Leaves on Your Family
Tree"-Genealogy Workshop, conducted by
Bob Henry Baber, Ph.D. Concord College
2nd level sitting area, University Center
3:30pm-4pm- Discussion and Walking Tour of
the Picturemau Mullins Exhibit, lead by Bob
Henry Baber, BASICS, Massie Hall

Friday, April 29th- STORYTELLING DAY
9am- "Indigenous Inhabitants of Southern Ohio

-

and Northern Kentucky", presented by Warren
Frye, Richards Rotunda
9:45am and lpm- Storytelling- Bob Henry
Baber, Flohr Lecture Hall, Shawnee Library
10am-5pm- Oren Campbell Band
Tent No. I located near University Center
10:45am- Buttermaking, demonstrated by Carolyn
Buckler, located at Tent No. 2 in front of
Massie Hall
Noon- "Appalachian Literature", presented by
George Brosi, 2nd level sitting area,
University Center- bring own lunch
Noon-3pm- Muzzleloading Demonstration
primitive Villiage No. 1
2pm- Buttermaking demontration, held
also at Tent Np. 2
All Day- Book Giveaway, sponsored by BASICS
and the Appalachian Christian Project
Information Tent
-Raffle, sponsored by the Earth Day CommitteeTent No. l
-Strolling Musician-Mike Carr
-Tree Giveaway, sponsored by Scioto County
Free Tree Program, Tent No. 1

Sat., April 30th &

Continued on pa1e 7
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Verbal Abuse takes .P~ize i~ Local Band Competition
by Brian J. Overman

uc News Editor

'

rhythm guitar, Jason McGoron on
lead guitar, Todd Pulver on bass,
and Michael Brillhart on Drums),
GoatFudge (consisting of Brian
Smith on vocals and rhythm guitars, John Whisman on lead guitars, Matt Edwards on drums, and
Jeff Love on bass), and Vertigo
(consisting of Dave Gustafson on
vocals and rhythm guitar, Greg
Fordon lead guitar, Daryl Allen on
drums, and Warren Smith on bass).
BOB, who describes their music as somewhere between altema•
tive and grunge, started out the

with "H-SOAP" followed by nine
other original grunge tunes. BOB,
who recently scored well at an excellent performance at Newport
Music Hall in Columbus, Ohio,

lighted this showbythe self-described
"Liquid Metal" band. Six songs, including"WokeupDead" and "Surge,"
brought twenty minutes offame to the
menofVerbalAbuse. VerbalAbuse,

in a 2,400 capacity auditorium for
Rumble ' 94, contact Best Image
International at (614)353-0462 or
Brian at The University Chronicle
at (614)355-2278.

lings of young girls who would
like to visit SSU on the 27th.
Take Our Daughters to Work
Day will be celebrated at SSU one
day earlier than usual this year.
While this holiday will be celebrated on the 28th throughout the
nation, at SSU the date has been
changed to April 27 so that it will
coincide with Appalachian
Women ' s Day which is part of
SSU' s Appalachian Spring Festival.
Members of the University
community who wish to have
their daughters, grandaughters,
or nieces participate in this cul-

tural and learning experience lunch with the children, but par.
should contact Adora Campis at ents must pay for lunch. The cost
the G.R.O. W. offices in the Uni- for each adult lunch is ten dolversity Center or call 355-2370.
lars .
. The girls should be dropped
After lunch, the girls will have
off at G.R.O.W.' s offices. There a chance to tour the biology or
they will be given name tags and engineering labs. The girls will
taken on a tour of the university. be given a chance to perform a
This will be followed by a scientific experiment. They may
story-telling session.
also get to monitor a class.
Then there will be a special
At the end of the day, the girls
"fancy lunch. " This usually in- will be invited to participate in arts
eludes some form of entertain- and crafts with atr instructor
ment. The lunch is provided free · Katby Travis, which will give
to the children through the spon- them a chance to express their
sorship ofG.R.O. W. Parents will feelings about everything they
have an opportunity to enjoy have seen and heard.

Adora Campis, Director of
G .R.O. W ., says that the purpose
of SSU's participation in Take
Our Daughters to Work Day is to
expose them to the many opportunities available to women today, particularly in the area of
math and science, traditionally
male preserves.
Says Ms. Campis, "Everyone
had a wonderful time last year."
She feels that much of the value
of the program comes from the
fact that the girls are "taken seriously. We listen to them and try
to answer any questions they
might have."

Local musical artists, Verbal
Abuse, made an outstanding showing at THE CHURCH on Saturday
April 9. Verbal Abuse, which consists of Ryan "Buzz" Bussey on
vocals, Chuck Queen on bass, Doug
.Trout on drums, and Chad Potts on
lead guitar, walked away with the
$100.00 prize for first place in the
competition. Judges gave Verbal
Abuse an average score of 84.66
out of a possible 100.
All bands were judged on audi-

ence participation, stage presence,

tightness, originality, and overall
musical ability. Other local bands
participating in the competition
were BOB (consisting of Ronnie
Taylor on vocals, Ben Hayes on

four and a half hour musical event

Take Our Daughters to Work Day

by Jay Arr Henderson

UC Editor-in-Chief
Wednesday, April 27, will be
Take Our Daughters to Work Day
at SSU. Girls between the ages of
six and fifteen will have an opportunity to see what the college is
like and be exposed to exciting
career possibilities.
This event, sponsored at $SU
by ORO.W. (Generating Realistic Opportunities for Women) is
open to students as well as other
members of the University community. It is open to the grandparents, uncles, aunts, or older sib-

" Mandatory Suicide," "Altered
States," "Demonic Light," and "The
Desert." Vertigo, who is also gearing ,
up for an end of summer tour from
New York to Florida, will be releasing
a four songEPwithin the next month.
Look for the tapes at local record
stores or come see Vertigo at Rumble
'94, the 12 hour band competition at
SSU Activities Center on May 28,
1994(morede1ailslater), whereta¢5
will be available.
Ofcourse, closinguptheevening's
festivities was Verbal Abuse. Screaming fans and evt;n more energetic vo-

closed out their set by dedicating
their "Last Song'' to Kurt Cobaine of
Nirvana.
Next in the powerhouse lineup
was local punk rock band
GoatFudge. GoatFudge who has
been deepening the punk scene in
Portsmouth and Columbus for several years, started their pounding set
with " Recognition." GoatFudge
closed out their 10 song set with a
comment on the closed minds with
"Casting Stones." Watch for a new
tape from GoatFudge soon, and wish
them well on their east coast touring
this summer.
As the midnighthourapproached
Metal demons, Vertigo, tooic the
stage. Vertigo tore to the core of
death metal with a 20 minute set
including, "South of Heaven,"

Appalachian Spring
continued from page 6
10am to 2pm- Foxfire Conference Planning
Group; Hilton Smith, National Executive
Director, BASICS, Massie Hall
-Appalachian Music, John R. Simon, Emcee; held
in Tent No. 1 Sat. 11am to 11pm and Sun. llain
to9:30pm
Weekend Highlights~
-Appalachian Book Fair, George Brosi-Berea Book
Sellers; Martin Russell's Bookstore
-Primitive Villages
open fire cookery, buckskins, and
militia drills
and much, much more!

If additional information is needed or wanting to make reservations
please call (614) 355-2325.
Special thanks to Leah Campbell for her help in the printed schedules.

cals from BUZZ (Ryan Bussey) high•

whichwillalsobeplayinginRumble
'94 at SSU Activities Center on May
28, has been dodging in and out of
the scene for several years. Avoiding labels and tags to their music,
Verbal Abuse brought THE
CHURCH to it's knees with their
original sound and went home with
the $ I00 Grand Prize winnings.
Watch for future competitions in
the Portsmouth area and support your
local musicians. They will entertain
you.
For further information on any
of the above mentioned bands, or if

your band is interested in playing

Emily Gulker:Teaching with Experience

by Bart Barnett

uc Fiction Editor

Emily Gulker is an Associate
Professor in Speech working full
time here at Shawnee State University. She first attended Western
College for Women, which is now a
part of Miami University, and later
received her degree English with a
minor in Speech from Ohio State
Univer~ity in Columbus. ~he then
moved and worked for awhile in
California for an United Airline.
After a few years, she returned to the
area and while teaching at Clay High
School shereceivedjterMasters from .
Marshall University in Huntington,
WestVirginia. Shehassincetaught
classes at both Shawnee State and
Ohio University at their Southern
Campus location in Ironton, Ohio.
After briefly asking for her background, I then approached her with
the question of her teaching methods and why she offers students extra

credit for attending certain lectures efitothers. By letting students choose
and events such as the Appalachian topics in class to speak on and havfestivals beginning next week. "This ing them involved in such things as
is a communication class and there- Appalachian Days helps students
fore I think its not only fun for the realize the impact they have on instudents but gives them examples of fluencing, motivating, and helping
what to do or not to do when speak- their own futures by being able to
ing in front of others." Gulker gave present themselves affectively.
other major reasons for encouraging There have been several students
students to participate in events. She who have used their speech class
feels that many students enjoy the experience to help in their careers
activities but may never have at- now. One is a writer in L.A. Antended or have even heard about. other has become a lawyer, several
"By attending these functions," Ms. students have become teachers, and
Gulker adds, "students begin to one has become a film-maker in
mingleandmakenewfriends." This Southern California. Gulker hopes
is also why she sometimes works that students will use their experiwith groups in class so that the indi- ence from speech class to become
vidual will learn to speak on their more involved on campus, but also
own and to in~oduce themselves. in their future with such things as
Speech class is more of an informa- interviews, public speakings like
tional where people introduce ideas committees, and other aspects from
or feelings on topics that may ben· their livesr

The University Chronicle
emor1a

On Monday evening, the
Chronicle receivedthisvia E-Mail:

•

The Data Processing Management Association and the College of
Business Alumni are co-ordinating
efforts to establish the Gerald E.
Barry Memorial Scholarship. We
would like to invite you to partici-

Scholatstiips
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oars 1p esta
pate in an opportunity to honor a
great faculty member, educator and
humanitarian.
We believe this scholarship
would make Gerry very proud. We
know he placed a great emphasis
on education and was always
searching for ways to help a stu-

dent in need. The scholarship will
be awarded to a second year CISB
student for the upcoming Fall Quarter.
Any monetary donation would
be appreciated and all monies will
be collected by the Co1lege ofBusiness Dean's office and forwarded

to the Shawnee State University
Foundation for management. The
family has been contacted regarding
the memorial and has agreed Gerry
would approve of a donation to the
scholarship fund in piace offlowers.
Additional information may be
obtained from faculty member

Robbie Burke or from Jacque Evens.

The message was signed by
Jacque Evens. Ms. Evens is aformer
President of the Data Processing
management Association and a
representative of the College of
Business Alumni.

Gerald E. Barry
Memorial

Scholarship
,--

The Data Processing Management Association and
the College _of Business Alumni are coordinating the
establishment of a scholarship in memory of Gerry
Barry, Faculty m~mber of Shawnee State Univer~ity.

To make a donation contact:
College of Business
355-2215
For more information ,contact:
Robbie Burke 355-2355
Jacque ·Evens 354-5000 (7235)

. Freshmen
/

The Freshmen Center located in the Commons/
Inside automatic door will assist you M-TH
10:00 to 6:00 FRI 10:00 to 5:00 if you are 1. an
undecided degree freshman 2. you need assistance with your spring schedule or 3. if you have
a concern and don't know where to turn.

.

Staff at the new
FRESHMAN CENTER
want to assist you!
Stop by TODAY!

i

Tutors Needed

TheLearning Center needs more
good tutors. As a current student at
Shawnee State University you can
be a tutor. You are able to tutor
courses that you have completed,
recievedan Aor Bin, and for which
you have faculty approval. Tutoring
is scheduled and takes place in the
Leaming Center. Tutors recieve
minimum wage for .tutoring. TutQring is needed fQf a wide range of
classes: Accounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer and
Core Courses, English, History,
Math and more. If you are interested, or want more information,
please stop by the Leaming Center
and ask for Marian Fischels or call
355-2499.

Truman Scholarship' Announced
Application~ Available
The Harry S Truman Scholarship Foundation is inviting
students to apply soon for its
l994-1995 awards. Each
award is worth $3,000 and up
to four students from Shawnee State University can apply for the seven awards offered by the Foundation each
year. The Foundation encourages students from all academic disciplines who aspire
to positions in federal, state,
or local government or in the
not-for-profit sector where

they can influence public policies to apply for the awards.
Faculty can also nominate students, especially those students·
faculty think can meet the following Foundation criteria:
"leadership potential, sensitivity, communication skills, intellectual strength, and a commitment to public service." Those
who are interested should contact Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis
(Business Annex 138--tel. 3552445) for application packages
and further information.
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Distinguished Lecture Series : Fred T. Valentine
by .Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

Dostinguishd Lecture Series
On Wednesday and Thursady,
Apreil 20 and 21, the Jane M.G.
Foster Distinguished Lecture Series continues as Dr. Fred T. Valentine, Professor oflnternal Medicine from New York University,
gives a series of talks on the subject of AIDS.
The Chronicle spoke recently
with Dr. John Valentine, Core/Director at SSU, who happens to be

the younger brother of Dr. Fred
Valentine. John told us that Fred
was practicing medicine in New
York when the AIDS problem
was discovered so "he has been
there from the beginning," and
now is in the forefront of world
AIDS research. Dr. Fred Valentine has lectured, by invitation,
at important conferences in several other nations, including Japan.
John also told us that Fred's

daughterjust returned from a stay
in Rwanda where she was part of
a Stanford project involving
AIDS education.
John denies that he used any
familial influence to get Fred to
lecture here at SSU.
Dr. Valentine will lecture on
Wednesday, April 20 from I lam
to Noon and again from Noon to
1pm in the Micklethwaite Banquet Room as part of the Bear
Care Health Fair. "Brown Bag"

lunches will be available. Dr.
Valentine's topic will be "An
Update on AIDS: Am I at Risk?"
There will also be a Dinner
Lecture from 5:30 to 7:30pm in
the same location on the subject,
"''An Update on Aids: Prospects
for Therapies and Vaccines."
Later, at 8:00pm, Dr. Valentine will speak on "Our Immune
System: Infectious Diseases ,
Cancer and AIDS" in the Flohr
Lecture Hall

On Thursday, there will be a
Faculty and Staff Round Table
from 8:00 to 10:00am in the
President's Conference Room .
Students are welcome to attend
the Round Table discussion.
From 4:00 to 6:00pm, there
will be a workshop in Massie
Auditorium on "An Update on
AIDS for Health Care Workers."
This workshop is open to all
members of the University community.

Tigers, Elephants, and Fun: El Hasa Shrine Circus Visits SSU
By Belinda Barrington

uc Staff Writer

On April I 0th an ordinary Sunday afternoon, Three huge elephants
occupied the same floor the basketball team had played on earlier.
Bengal tigers romped and ponies pranced across the gym floor.
A little boy cautiously touched
a~ elephant's trunk, and instantly
enlarged his world of reality. A
small girl took her first pony ride,
and parents were children again as
they expeierenced this Sund~y

afterrnoon though the smiles and
laughs of their childern.

perfotmers floated across the wire
above our heads.

Stars came out. Trampoline
''Crazy Man" flash and crash left
audience with admiration for their
skill and a smile from a peek of
underwear. Ladies in short colorful
skirts rolled across the floor on
globes. Childern laughed at the dog
pound revue.
Lights lowered and the world of
mystery and magic took center stage.
Ponies danced, elephants walked and

On this Sunday the El Hasa
Shine circus arrived at SSU. The
shrine has been sponsoring the circus for seventeen years. The circus had been to nine cities in ten

House of -H air 7jashions
a .n d Cf"anning Salon
1103 Gallia Street
Portsmouth,, Ohio
353-3819

Across from the Scioto Ribber

cr:anning sessions are now
available with the new Wolff
'Tanning rJeds and stand-up booth

days at locations where shriners
temple are located. The circus
started a Morehead Ky, included
Pike county and the last stop was
Portsmouth- SSU. Over 23,000
tickets were purchased by sponsors and distributed to childern
who otherwise would not be able
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Charley Hobbs, manager representing the -shriners, would like
Portsmouth and SSU to know that
"The shriners appreciate the people
of Portsmouth and !lope to provide
them with some pleasure."
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fhe University Chronicle
87 and Holding...

by Becky Fugate /'

uc Assistant News Editor
Duting the lovely Friday afternoon downpour, the U.C. had the
chance to speak with the presently
employed, 87-year-old Mel Bowser,
of the shipping receiving department
We, among others wanted yo know
whatkeepsthismanhealthy, and ticking, and what keeps him from a trailer
by the ocean somewhere in Aorida.
UC: Why did you choose to work
past retirement age?
MB: Tokeepbusy,otherwise,l'd
dry up.
UC: Where were you born? When
was your last birthday?
MB: I was born inPortsmouth,Oh.
o.nMarch 18, 1911. Whenlwas33,I
got married. When I was 35, I moved
out of here to Huntington, WV, because I got a job there selling office
supplies. I lost my job there because
ofthewar. Ihavelivedinmanystates
since-Tennessee, North Carolina,
Michigan, Aorida.
I have also visited many different
countries because I received a job in
the travel agency business. I started
out in Detroit, MI for twelve years,
then went on to Aorida for the next 20
years. I put together tour groups and
took them to the countries where I
showed them around. My wife and I,
wewouldflyoutofMoridaintoDallas
everyweekendjusttomakethetickets
for these trips. I have been to South
Korea,Russia,Poland,China,allover
South America, Europe and the Holy
Land. I have even been to Hawaii 15
times.
On a trip to the Holy Land, i _visited Jerusalem, Istanbul, all of Asia
Minor. While we were staying in
Jerusalem, Israel, the PLO' s came by
our hotel and blew up a bus four
blocks away. I had never saw so much

military equipment'in my life, there
were probably 6-700 pieces of equipment that went by the hotel in 24
hours. IsawRussiantanksabandoned
in the road, saw men leave their shoes
to get away from the equipment.
Once, when I was in Hawaii, the
airlines went on strike. I was stuck
there with 176 tourists, so I got a plane
for myself back to Chicago and then
managed to get the rest of the people
out of there where we took them to
Chicago also.
IjustmissedbeingdraftedinWorld
War II, I worked at Republic Steel in
Cleveland and my boss in said that I
had Tuberculosis, and the government
declared me4-F. That's when he gave
methejobinNorfolk. There,Iwasthe
head of some 5,00 people. We made
airplanes.
UC: Do you have any children,
grand-children, are you married?
MB: I have two daughters, one
daughter passed away from a heart
attack when she was 46. I also have
two grand-children, and three greatgrand-children. They live in Detroit,
and I only get to see them about once
a month. My wife of sixty years
passed away last Thanksgiwng.
·
UC: How long have you worked
here, and what kind of work do you
do?
. MB: I have worked here about a
year, though I came back to Portsmouth in 1991 to help out with the
family. I am the assistant to Jackie
Evans, Purchasing Director.
UC: WhatwasSSUlikewhenyou
started here?
MB: It was mteresting when I
started, this school has alot of potentialforaUniversitythathasjuststarted.
It's great, but alot of people just don't
know how to appm:iate things.
UC: Do you still chase women?

MB: No, but I've sure had alot
ofthemchaseme. l'vegottoomuch
work to do right now to be chasing
women, I also just had a pace maker
put in about 4 weeks ago, it cost
around $20,00.00
UC: Do you have any secrets to
a healthy and long life, and any
advice to young people?
MB: Well, here are my five
basic principals of leading a long
and healthy life:
1. Don't smoke
2. Don'tdrink
3. Watch what you eat
4. Exercise
5. Try to be good to yourself, and live a good life.
One reason I believe I am here
today is that I believe how God has
treated me-I have had a good life. I •
workplayingpianoatonechurchon
Sundays, then I drive across town
andplaytheorganatanother. lcan't
leave God out of my life. I have
always worked with church choirs
and quartets.
Also, I am very close to Billy
Grham and Jack Van Impe. I have
been up on the platform with Billy.
and I have corresponded with him
for quite a while now.
Asfortheyoungpeople,Igraduated form Portsmouth High School,
and I took fow: years of Latin. I
recommendeachstudentshould take
at least 2 foreign languages and
learn them very well. Ifl had things
my way, I'd still be back into the
travelling business. I think that
kids should find something they
like, and learn all they can about it,
through books and experience.
The staff of the University
Chronicle would like to say that in
the least, they are very impressed
with the life that Mr. Bowser has

The Sportsinan 's Lounge
PROUDLY PRESENTS

D.__

amdthe

Portsmouth's new
Harddriving Blues Band
Every Wednesday Night
from 9-1

NO COVER .CHARGE!

lived so far, and also would like to
wish him a long and happy life in the

future, especially here at Shawnee
State.

If you plan to regist r for an Engliim and/or mathematics
course and do not ha e any acadeoiic credit in english and/or
mathematic , you mus.t participate in an assessment session
prior to registration.
part ofth Universny• w
ment policy, your initial

killsarematchedw1ththeappropriat cou t fityourmitiil
skill level and academic needs.
The date. ~ . ani.f focation f the s ions are list d
below. 0 advance re ervati •n i r;equir d. If you are unable
to attend one of the sch duled session , ur need additional
information. please contact the Leaming Centet(355-2499 or
355-2392).

DATE

TIME

Thurs., AP,ril 21

LOCATION

10:30AM

TC 134

Wed.,May4

2:45 PM

ATC 1 2

Tue .• May 17

10:30AM

ATC 134

W d.,

10:30AM

ATC 134

Thurs., June 16
(I.ate Reg.)

10:30. 2:45, 6:30

ATC L34

Wed .• June 22

10:30AM

AT

ay25

132

Shawnee 8illiards
Billiards

908 Gallia St. 3B-9t47

* Ping-Pong * Video Games

Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with
VALID I.D. ONLY!
8-BALL Tournaments every Wednesday night

Mon.-Thur.1:00-11:00 Fri. & Sat 12:00-1:00 Sun. 1:00-11:00

Buy one person, one hour second person half price coupon offer

L---------------------~
Fun lor the Whole Fa111ily

by Jay Arr Henderson
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Fiction.

W inners of Fict ion Co ntest Announced

UC Perennial Runner-Up

The winners ofthe Amazing and
Exciting Mark Mirabello Short Story
Contest are finally known! We know
and ifyou keep reading, you'll know
. too. Theonlyonewhowon'tknowis
Dr. Mark Mirabello because he got
himselfshanghaied off to some place
in Russia.
But that's okay. He left the fifty
dollars in trust. He left it with Phil
Thieken and that took a lot of trust.
But Phil has somehow managed to
hang onto the money and the winner
can claim it by stopping by the
Chronicle offices and presenting
some valid ID (You'd be surprised
how many Fiction Contest Winner
impersonators around these days!)
Thewinnerwillbehappytoknow
that my suggestion wasn't accepted:
Iorigianllythoughtthewinnershould
also have to answer three questions
before claiming the prize. The first

question was: What is the wi~gspeed
of a European swallow? I forget
what the other questions were.
Before announcing the winners,
I would just like to say a big Thank
You toourjudges. AfterMarkYouKnow-Who deserted his important
judging duties for a piddly little trip
to Russia, it was very nice of Jim
Flavin to step in and assume the
judging duties. Of course, some of
us wrote about subjects that we
thought would interest Mark Mirabello. Some of wrote about elves,
for instance. Imagine our chagrin
when we discovered thatMarkMirabello wouldn't be judging the contest! We wondered how Jim Flavin,
Jerry Holt and Betty Hodgden would
feel about a story concerning elves.
There was simply no way to know.
So we waited.
Jim assembled a crack team of

literaiy analysts (Jerry Holt and Betty
Hodgden) and all three read and
evaluated the stories, scoring them
with a point system only slightly
more complicated than the exit order in a Mongolian fire-drill (my
apologies to our Mongolian students).
Anyway, we now know who the
winner is and you'll all be thrilled to
know it wasn't me. My story,
Deathsong, was right up there,
though, and I'm very proud of that.
There was some tough competition.
I was sweating bullets there for a
while. Can you imagine the cries of
"Fix! Fix!" that would have echoed
through the halls ifl had won?
But I've kept you in suspenders
longenough.
'
The winner of the Amazing and
Exciting Mark Mirabello Short Story
Contest is:

Kristi McCro11key!

Ms. McCroskey's story, The
Photo, was judged to be the best of
all those submitted deslpite its glaring lack of elves.
Ms. Mccroskey is the winner of
Fifty Dollars as soon as she tells us
the wingspped of a European swOh, we dicided not to do the questions, didn't we?
Well, Ms. Mccroskey, Congratulations!
Ms. McCroskey's story is, by
sheer coincidence, one we had not
printed yet, so I expect every person
reading this paper to turn to page
wherever-we-decide-to-put-it and
read "The Photo" as soon as they
find out who the Runners-Up were.
FirstRunner-Up: Jay Arr Henderson

Second Runner-Up: Helenli:.wis
Third Runner-Up: Rosalind
Scott Horn
FourthRunner-Up:JudithAilen
Fifth Runner-Up: C. Elmer
Seeley
Each of the Runners-Up will
rec~ve a handsome certificate stating that they did good in the
A&EMMSSC.
Congratulations to all the winners, of course, but also to everyone who participated. You've all
helped make the A&EMMSSC a
huge success.
Of coUfse, we won't tell Mark
Mirabello that.
(Incidentally, for those of you
who were wondering: Yes, Jane
Henderson is related to me. Now I
have to go and tell her that her
story didn't even place. Pray for
me.)

Presenting
The Winner of the 1994 Mirabello Award for Short Fiction
The Photo
by Kristi -J. Mccroskey.

Apparently, she hasn't always
been a Harriet Nelson clone. Like
most children, it never occurred
to me that my mother could have
been anything other than what
she appears to be today. That is,
until I found the photo. I'd always seen her as the happy
homemeaker pictured on the
cover ofFamily Circle. You know
the type, contentedly scrubbing
the toilet as if it was fulfilling.
She has the kind of face a
notJter should have. Her smile is
warm and genuine. Her placid
green eyes seem untroubled, but
those eyes have seen far more
that she has led me to believe.
She dido 't actually liek to me.
Since I never thought to ask about
her life prior to having a husband, two children and a house
with a white picket fence, how
could I expect her to share her
secrets? Truthfully, I never imagined that they would be interesting.
Which brings me to the photo.
I found it fo a drawer full of
snapshots while searching for
pictures to fill the family album.
When I brought the photo to my
mother and asked her to tell me
the story that went along with it,
she hesitated.
"Mother," I said disdainfully,

"I'm a grown woman now. carnival with friends they didn't that smoke at that age are trouble.
Believe me, I know."
There's nothing you can tell me even know I had."
"Mom, we're talking about
that will shock me."
Visions of my mother swiftly
I was sorely mistaken.
descendingtherosetrellisappeared you," I reminded her.
"all right. " She held up both
As we sat in the sunny break- in my head. The images were sudhands in a gesture of surrender.
fast nook, surrounded by ferns and denly ridiculous.
whitelacecurtains,mymotherpro"There were four ofus. Carla "But I was right about him, wasn't
ceeded to unveil events so scan- ... Walker, her brother Cecil, Billy
dalous that I dido 't want to believe Millhouse and me. Billy worked at
I_frqwned and impatiently mothem. I kelpt exlpecting her to stop, the carnival in a squirtgun booth. tioned for her to continue.
"Billy really liked me. He had
laugh whimsically, and tell me not He was tall and thin and he oiled
to be so gullible, while offering me his hair. I thought he looked like broodiµg ey~s. He was dangerous
and I liked that about him.
some milk and cookies.
Elvis, only with bigger ears.
"Don't worry, dear," she'd say,
"I met him earlier that week in So ... when he asked me to join the
"there is no fifth dimension, a snack shop when I was supposed carnival as the snake pit lady, I
thought, 'Why not?"'
Bigfoot really is-a hoax, and I only to be at band practice."
came into existence the day you
"Band?" I said. "I didn't know
"WHAT?"
"They were de-fanged,
were born, so how could I have a you played an instrument."
luridpast?"Then,rollinghereyes,
"I don't." she chuckled. Celeste." she said by way of explashe'd hand me an oreo.
"Mother and Daddy bought me a nation. "All I had to do was sit on
But, for better or worse, that is trombone, but it made a red circle a stool and let them crawl around
not what happened.
around my lips. It ruined theltneof on me a little. It was really kind of
my lipstick." Her eyes grew dis- fun."
Suddenly I was inundated with
"I'll tell you this, it was no tant. ,."I used to have such .great
memories from my youth. Things
simple trip to the fair." she began lips."
with a sigh and a faintly embarI could feel my eyes widen and that had made me curious, but I
rassed smile. "That photo was taken focus on her mouth. I guess it was had been too self-centered to wonwhen I was fourteen at a carnival possible. At - least it wasn't der about for more than an instant.
tha.t passed through town. As you IMpossible.
Images of my mother cleaning the
know, your grandparents were ex"Anyway," she said," Carla and stove, her behind twitchingrhyth•
ceptionally strict- they kept meon Cecil were a terrible influence on micallyfrom the mouth of the oven
an extremely short leash. In fact, I me." She pointed a manicured fin- while the radio played "Wild
often had to crawl out my bedroom ger at me and looked up from be- Thing." Then there was the time
window and climb down the rose neath her lashes. "They smoked. when she valiantly defended my
trellis ifl wanted to go anywhere at That's why I n·e ver liked that boy right to have pierced ears against
all. That night I sneaked off to the you dated in the tenth grade. Boys my father's insistence that if God

1r

/

had wanted holes in women's
ears ... well, you can finish that one
for yourself. ·
The visions swirled in my head
until I felt dizzy with comprehension.
"What did Grandma and
Grandpa say?" I asked when I had
recovered enough to speak again.
She dismissed my amazement with
a wave of her hand.
"When I got back, they decided it was never to be spoken
of."
"And they didn't question you
about...what happened?" I was
releived when she answered the
question I was really asking.
"I was with Billy for about two
days when the police caught up
with us. Billy dido •·1 put up too
much fuss when he found out I was
underage. That's when I met your
father. He was one of the officers
who brought me home. Mother and
Daddy asked him to keep an eye on
me, and I guess he has ever since."
I was thunderstruck. Not only
did my mild-mannered mom have
a past, it was a jaded one!
'I saw her with new eyes. The
veil fell away and I realized that
the woman sitting before me was
not just my mother - she was 1,1lso
quite a woman. A woman worth
getting to know.
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"A Trip to Morehead, But Which Direction?'
by Rex A. Ross

Let me begin by first stating,
that by no means am I a stranger
to the rough and winding roads
of Hill Country. This evening,
Like other evenings was boring
as I sat in class listening to the
Math Professor lecture on Algebra, with all those A+ B = C's
rambling around in my head. It's
no wonder that I lost consciousness of my surroundings or to
what he was saying. Somewhere
t~ough I began to think! All
through my Elementary years, I
was taught the Alphabet and how
to utilize them in the confi_guration of words. But now! some
bright genius has come up with
the idea? why not play with the
people's heads? We'll use them
to Add, Subtract, Multiply and
of course to Divide. "Seriously
now" tell me when was the last
time you purchased an item, and
the Sales Clerk said "That your
purchase has come to the grand
total of C". Oh! and lets not
forget that it was the sales tax,
that added that extra "X" to your
purchase.
As I sat there squirming in my
'seat, I began to dwell on some
friends that I have Morehead
State University, and outside I
knew that the weather was absolutely·beautiful and it would be
more fun running around Morehead, than setting in this classroom and not being able to maintain my attention to what was
going on. I knew it would be at
least 15 minutes until 8 :00,
("That's in the P.M.") Before I
could get out of Cell-Block 209.
And of all days! "I left my watch
at home."
My being without my-watch
that day, Is like Dad without his
Dentures, it was disgusting. So I
sat there in my seat wopde~ing
what they were doing? Then it
hit me! As soon as I burst out of
this place, I'll go ahead and drive
to Morehead, without ·any prior
nc,tice. Thinking of what a
"Suprise" they will get, when I
atrive unannounced.
As ·soon as class dismissed, I
ran from there "like a Fox out of
a Hen-house", stopping at the
library just long epough to make
a copy of a MAp of the "Great
State of Kentucky". Then I was
off, I hadn't glanced at the map
very much, I knew how to get to
Vanceburg, and besides! I was
more concerned in getting to
Morehead before the "Sun" wdt
down. As I was traveling, I was

noticing the Country-side and
how pretty and clear the sky was
that day, and I could only presume that the Birds were singing. But I'm not for sure! Because I had the radio cranked to
someRock-n-Roll Station, which
I'm certain had something to do
with why I couldn't hear them.
Anyway, as I journeyed
through the narrow and windings
Toads I would glance for a short
time at the road map that I had
copied earlier, to make for certain that I was on the right track.
The further that I traveled, the
more that I became interested in
the Country-side and not on my
driving.
Becuase! somewhere along
the line I had missed my turn, I
drove just a short piece up the
road to a little Country Church
where I sat studying the map just
a bit more in depth this time. I
saw where I had missed my turnoff.
But if I stayed on the road
that I was on, it would bring me
out at Interstate 64 "that would
seem reasonable enough". As I
kept winding and twisting, up
and down, the road finally came
to a fork. I sat at the roads edge
and contemplated for a short
while, ("Like the story about the
Road, going through the woods.
One road goes to the left and the
other to the right.") Now I'm
faced with a decision as to which
to turn? I chose the Right. Which
was naturally easy, by me being
Left-handed. And so I'm off
again, trekking through uncharted territory, 'at least for me!
' It wasn't long until I came
upon another road, that came to
fork. And so again I'm faced
with another crucial decision. Do
I go left? or Do I go right? Well
again, I weigh the matter! and
turn R-1-G-H-T! The road had a
number, but it wasn't on the map,
But to the best that I could decipher the road was heading in a
Southwestwardly manner the way
in which I wanted to go anyway.
So I wound through the country
on a road thatwasn 't even on the
map, and by this time the Sun
was going down. ("I'm not going to make it before dark") . And
so the Sun was setting, the Road
was winding, and "People you
know that you are in trouble"
when the road turns to dirt, and
you can no longer find any Electric poles or lines, and the houses
are lit by kerosene lamps. I drove
for what seemed like miles, and

a

hours, or is that? Hours and
Miles, never the less this dirt road
came to oh no! another fork.
By this time I need help! and I
had come to far to turn back, but
I'm left with another decision in
which I don't wish to make ("It's
not that I'm lost, its just that I don't
knowwhere"'am"). Aslsatatthis
fork thinking of which way to turn,
I could see the lights of a vehicle
approaching, So I sat in the intersection and rolled down the win~
dow in hgpes to get some help. It
was going to stop, But finally she
backed hc;,r car. And no offense to
the dear soul "But she reminded
me of the type that was hubting for
a man, for one of her girls, (You
know!) "Shotgun Weddings and
stuff, and you haven't even met the
girl before", She rolled down her
window and in disgust I said, "How
in the Hell do you get to More-

head".

She was, or at least I thought
that she was quite helpful! In giving me directions to Morehead.
What she said was that if I turned
L-E-F-T here! ("I should have
known better, But no! I always
turn rigl)t"). You'll come to a big
White house, But its pretty winding and rough road, so I make the
left-hand turn and traveled above
the World for miles. I was so high
up that the Radio would pick-up
stations from China, Japan, Guam,
and I know I heard some Australians talking, Because they ,kept
talking about Roo 's "Short for Kangaxoo" or maybe they were talking
bout Brews? And if I'd strained
my eyes just a little bit I could have
probably seen the lights of Home.
I found the White house just like
, she had said, And now it was time
to make that Right-hand turn that I
had kept making all evening long.
Before reaching the intersection to where I had make that righthand turn, I had noticed the lights
of a vehicle that had been following me, and I knew it wasn't the
Lady because she had turned down
the road that I had just come off of.
Driving across the top ofthat mountain, the vehicle behind me kept
gaining on me so I put to good use
the driving skills that I had learned
back home. Who's to say! Maybe
the person(s) behind me found out
that I had been talking to one of
their women, and were out for re~
venge, or maybe like the people in
"Deliverance". I slammed my foot
down on the gas pedal, and was
doing my best to straighten the
curves out across the top of that
road.

By the time I had reached the banana on their headlights, like a
intersection to where I was sup- Chameleon! ("Who's eyes work
posed to turn right, I never even independantly of each other") and
stopped! Around that curve I went, the other one on the highway in
like Crap through a Goose, "In front of me. Just a couple of miles
other words Fast"! But they were east of Morehead I read a sign,
still behind me and closing. Up ("Their still on my tail") that said
Ahead"
ahead!
ahead I could see a road sign, That "Detour
read U.S. 60, at that time I knew @@*##@@••@@@@ were my
that I was home free, if only I could thoughts! ·
In ending, I would like to menmake it out of there with my sktn
still attached. As I approached tion to those of you who wish to
U.S. 60 I thought to myself, "This take part in such expeditions, First!
is where I seperate, the Men from be sure that the vehicle you are
the Boys" . This had been the first driving is in good condition, Secroad that I had seen in miles· or ond! be sure to fill up the gas tank
hours that had painted lines on it, "FULL"andthensorqe, Third! get
And so I lit up the Highway as I an up to date Road-map, Tbeirvery
headed towards Morehead. Check- inexpensive: and last but not least!
ing my rear-view mirror periodi- A change of clothes, "Preferably
cally, I could see their Headlights those that match the natives", So
in the distance, Up ahead I could that you can travel incognito, with•
see some Construction signs and out drawing attention to yourself.
knew right away that the road was
going to get a little bumpy. ("Certainly no worse that I had already
driven").
I kept one eye peeled like a
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